AIDING DAIRY SECTOR TRANSFORMATION
what role for research and development actors?
Keynote to International conference on dairy sector transformation in Ethiopia
Addis Ababa, October 28-30, 2021, Dr.ir. Jan van der Lee (SNV-WUR BRIDGE project)
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Sector transformation
Also called

● Transition
● Reconfiguration
● Revolution
● System change
=> Significantly improving performance,
sustainability, resilience of sector

Where do you see transformation in
Ethiopian farming / dairy sector?
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Transformation
The theme of this conference is dairy sector transformation – what are we talking
about?
other words for transformation include Transition, Reconfiguration, Revolution (Green
revolution) and System change. Whatever the definition used, they focus on significant
improvement of the performance, sustainability, and the resilience of a system, such as
the dairy sector.
This picture shows the transitions between 4 major stages of societal development
throughout history. To us, they make sense, they are obvious, they are in the past.
for people in the picture, transition to the next phase probably was less obvious. Did
they resist or embrace the changes it brought?
More questions: Do you see transition in the Ethiopian food sector, and in particular in
the dairy sector? And, do you see the need for it?
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This keynote
If we would like to support transition of the dairy sector, where
and how could we contribute?

 Transition necessary
 Patterns dairy production
and marketing

 Farming opportunities
 Business opportunities
 Dairy sector R&D agenda
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Once we see the need for dairy sector transition, how can we facilitate it as researchers,
development workers, businessmen, civil servants? That is the focus of my talk this
morning.
Outline The rest of my presentation is structured as follows
First we look why transition of the dairy sector is necessary
Patterns in dairy production and marketing of dairy
Then we look what this offers in opportunities for farmers
And in business
Finally I offer some thoughts about a research & development agenda for the dairy
sector
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Africa’s evolving dairy market
Growth of middle class = Growth of dairy market

We start with a birds‐eye perspective. Imagine you are circling over Africa. Everywhere
the middle class is growing, which is good, as they drive the dairy market. South Africa is
having a head start, followed by Ghana, Nigeria and Cameroon. Then East Africa kicks in,
with Uganda and Kenya leading. The Ethiopian middle class is just waking up. On the
right you see the expectation that it will mushroom to nearly 10 million in this decade.
Along with that comes the demand for animal protein for a growing, young, and
increasingly urban population.
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Ethiopian dairy and the East Africa region
Milk production (Million tonnes SCM)

Number of dairy cattle (x 1000)
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Comparing Ethiopia to other East African countries, we see that Ethiopia has a superior
number of dairy cattle, that all countries have been increasing milk production over the
past two decades, but that Ethiopia is lagging behind in terms of cow productivity and
milk processing. In one area Ethiopia stands out: Farmgate prices are nearly 50% of the
retail price, likely because most dairy is produced very close to the city, which gives
farmers opportunities for direct sales.
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Why change is needed
Ethiopia’s wealth has become its curse – unsustainable number of
livestock - biomass not sufficient for efficient production of animal
sourced foods (meat, milk, eggs)
2018 livestock nrs.
Cattle
62,599,736
Sheep 31,688,157
Goats
33,048,456
Pigs
35,950
Poultry 61,482,000
Camels 1,261,785

Sustainable transition needs triple impact
• Economic – resource use efficiency,
contribution to economy, affordable food,
earn forex (prevent imports)
• Social – feed the farmers, feed the cities
• Environmental – nutrient cycle issues ‐ manure use
on/off farm, soil mining
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Why can’t we expect that Ethiopia will just follow its peers? In one way, Ethiopia’s
wealth has become its curse. The number of livestock is unsustainable, as available
biomass is insufficient to feed animals much beyond maintenance needs, let alone to
produce meat, milk, and eggs. So, animal production is stagnating. Yet, there is little
political space to deal with this situation.
A more productive and efficient dairy sector would need to sustain impact in three
areas:
Economic–
resource use efficiency needs to increase for both production and marketing
the dairy sector needs to contribute more to the economy,
it needs to keep products affordable,
and if it doesn’t earn foreign exchange, at least it needs to prevent growth of
imports
Socially – Dairy has the potential to feed the farmers and feed the cities
It needs to show that it can be an effective way to offer a balanced diet to young
children and pregnant and lactating women;
it also needs to offer a stable income to farmers, as milk is seen as one of the
only cash crops that offers regular income.
Environmental – The current set‐up of dairy farming leads to unbalanced nutrient cycles.
in urban areas, manure is burnt or is causing pollution, while in the rural areas soils are
mined. Reducing nutrient losses is key to maintaining a sustainable resource base for
agriculture.
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Market trends – most of past 60 years little change, but ...
Ethiopia dairy consumption (2021)
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This picture shows a transition in the dairy market in a fictional country. Traditionally
milk is consumed at home or sold in the local market. With urban retail and restaurants
expanding, there is need for processed products with long shelf‐life, what is often called
the formal sector. When these can’t be supplied by the local market, they will be
imported. Of course, we prefer development of local supply.
After 60 years of dairy development, where does Ethiopia stand?
Total consumption of milk and dairy products is 3,500,000 ton, 3.5 billion litres, which is
a little over 30 litres per capita per year. Of this,
About half is home‐consumed
About half is informally marketed – primarily as butter, cottage cheese and sour
milk
About 7% or 120,000 ton is marketed through the formal, pasteurized chain,
mostly to middle‐class consumers
Then about 15,000 ton (worth 10M US$) is being imported, to cater to the high‐
end market. Imports vary significantly throughout the years, for example due to
foreign exchange availability and import barriers. 15000 ton may not seem much,
but the fact that there are no dairy exports effectively excludes dairy from the
priority cash crops that get more policy attention.
The 7% formal market share may surprise you. It actually has been increasing quickly
over the past couple of years, as you can see in the next slide
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Market trend: formal market transformation?
Daily processed volume (ltrs)
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Processed milk is now approaching 350,000 litres per day. The million dollar question is
whether this growth can be sustained. The best case scenario would require a significant
improvement in the availability of feed for dairy cattle and a significant improvement in
quality of processed milk and dairy products. Otherwise consumers may run back to the
informal sector. And of course, there should be no economic crisis.
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Upgrading options for dairy farming system result
from interactions between farm, market, and context
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I have been mentioning farming system, market and context as effecting dairy sector
transition.
If we want to create system change and particularly If we would like to see the dairy
production system develop,, we need to look at how the farming system and the market
interact, as sub‐systems, and how the context influences this (or enabling environment).
To get lasting transition, all three components need change, upgrading, so here we
distinguish upgrading of the farming system, upgrading of the market, and institutional
upgrading.
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Farm typology

Two transitions
are going on at
same time

Source: van der Lee, 2020.
Understanding dairy commercialization
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The farm types that the Ethiopian government distinguishes for smallholder farmers,
appear to be the result of a double transition. The traditional subsistence type farming,
at the bottom, with local cattle grazing on communal land, has been changing into
smallholdings with very little grazing land and cattle being fed on crop residues. Even if
smallholder cattle are crossbreds, they produce just 5 or 6 litre. These first two types
number around 2 million farms. Farmers who are serious about dairy, jump to level
three. They can double or triple milk yields, by taking good care of their animals,
especially feeding them well with better quality forage and supplementary feed. They
are estimated to number around 300,000 farms.
Both transitions are going on at the same time.
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Farm typology
Three farm types vary in terms of

•
•
•
•
•

Milk yield - 2 – 6 – 15 litres/cow, day
Number and functions of cattle – reducing from many to limited
Breeding practices – from natural to bull service to AI
Feeding - from grazing to crop residues to forage
Barns and health care – from traditional to improved
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These three farm types vary in terms of
Milk yield ‐ 2 – 6 – 15 ltr/cow, day
Number of cattle, cattle functions – reducing from many to a limited number of cows
and functions
Breeding practices develop from natural to bull service and AI, to more purposeful brd
Feeding – the dominant source of fodder changes from grazing to crop residues to
forage
Barns and health care – change from traditional to improved
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Market typology
I (subsistence)
> household & neighbours
II (semi-subsistence)
> milk shop/milk hawker/coop/butter market > consumer
> butter market > butter trader > urban consumer
III (specialized)
> coop/MCP > processor > retailer > consumer



medium-/large-scale farmer
> processor > retailer > consumer
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These three farm types also differ in the type of market channels they supply to.
Milk in type I farm goes to household & neighbours
Type II sells to milk shops, milk hawkers, cooperatives and the butter market, who in turn
sell to consumers or they sell to traders at the butter market, who forward it to urban
consumers
Type III famers need more secure markets. They sell to cooperatives or directly to the
milk collection point of a processor, from where it goes to the processing plant, for retail
Next to these three types we have medium‐ and large‐scale farmers, who tend to sell
directly to a processor.
These last two types need much stronger market linkages. They will only buy the
required inputs if they are sure of their milk market.
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Context / enabling environment







Rather effective walls against legal dairy imports
High-end market served by imports – loss of foreign exchange
Public service focus on general smallholders and export crops
Private inputs & services: mainly feed supply
Stepping up quality / food safety control
Food-feed competition (land) and
competition for agro-inputs
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Then lastly the enabling environment. Some main characteristics of the current situation
are
Rather effective walls against legal dairy imports
Concern about loss of foreign exchange for imports for the High‐end market
Public services focus on smallholder farms and on export crops
Private inputs & services are mostly limited to feed supply
Oromiya region is stepping up quality control to ensure food safety
Various regions are favouring land use for crops over land use for forage. This also plays
out in competition for agro‐inputs, such as urea.
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Geographic patterns – macro

Combina on of biophysical characteris cs
to delineate dairy production potential areas

Distribution of functional
and non‐functional coolers

(Ndambi et al. 2021)

(Tinsae Berhanu et al. 2021)
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The farm and market types we looked at actually show a lot of diversity. These are
caused by many factors, including social and cultural. Much can be understood by
looking at the geographic patterns, at macro‐ and micro level.
The geography makes the Ethiopian highlands very suitable for dairy, due to mild
temperatures, low humidity, and absence of sleeping sickness. Milksheds are mainly
distinguished by the towns and cities they supply to.
The picture of the distribution of milk chilling tanks on the right marks the fact that most
specialized farmers are close to main roads and cities in the highlands, which give them
access to input and output markets, but where they also face stiff competition for land
from horticulture and urban development.
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Geographic patterns – local
Most specialized farmers are not in the best place for dairy production.

Critical factors in transition type II > type III farms:

1. Land for forage
2. Infrastructure investments in roads, electricity and water
3. Access to dependable milk market, input market and services
(preferable delivered on-farm)
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Actually, the best places for milk production are rural farms with sufficient land to
produce fodder, with access to milk collection points, access to input dealers for feed,
seed, drugs; and access to extension, AI, veterinary services.
So we are looking for the sweet spot between access to markets and availability of land.
Such areas are not necessarily in very remote parts of the country, even many areas
close to Addis, but away from the main road, would benefit from investments in
infrastructure, to meet these critical factors for transition from semi‐subsistence to
specialized dairy farms.
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Geographic patterns – local
Proportion of farmers marketing livestock products

averages for sub-location a - easy accessibility, b – medium accessibility, c - remote accessibility.
N.B. proportion is 1.0 when all farmers produce product
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This comparison between Kenya and Ethiopia shows how much difference these critical
success factors can make. Farmers in group a) are close to a local market, farmers in
group b) are around 1 hours walk away, and farmers in group c are around 2 hours walk
away.
In Kenya, even the very remote farmers can specialize into dairy and sell fresh milk,
because of good roads, good collection networks, and good input and service delivery. In
Ethiopia, remote farmers mostly can’t sell fresh milk, so they revert to home‐processing
and sale of beef cattle and heifers.
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What choices do farmers have?



Intensify/step up invested resources? – farm/market/context factors
Which crop / livestock activities? – cost/benefit, social, cultural factors
Market quality

+
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So, what does all this mean for the choices for type II farmers who see that their farming
system, market and context give opportunities for specialization?
Such farmers first need to decide whether they want to intensify production by stepping
up invested resources. Some will and can, some won’t or can’t, due to individual factors.
If they decide to specialize, the question is still: specialize in which crop or which
livestock activity? Again, this depends on various factors, economic, social, and cultural.
Each farmer has preferences and personally assesses risks and benefits.
Two important drivers are land scarcity and market quality. With high land scarcity and
good market quality, more intensive perishable crops or livestock products are likely
choices, followed by zero‐grazing dairy. If land is less scarce, less intensive dairy or crops
are likely.
In the figure on the right we compare 5 areas in Ethiopia and Kenya. Arsi Zone is moving
towards grains for the market, with capable dairy farmers benefiting from good
availability of straw and by‐products. East Shoa Zone is on a more intensive trajectory,
not sure yet whether dairy or horticulture will prevail.
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What business opportunities in the chain?


New suppliers (>specialized farmers) and new urban consumers



Chain integration with embedded inputs and service delivery



Market segmentation and product diversification, based on demands and
priorities of end-consumers

Low‐cost nutritious dairy products for BoP

Traditional product development
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What business opportunities do we see in the chain?
Processors can create new suppliers by creating the conditions for farmers to specialize.
Chain integration with embedded services (augment public services, combi between
feed supply and milk collection)
Processors can also grow their markets through market segmentation and product
diversification, based on demands and priorities of end‐consumers.
Particular opportunities seem to be in low‐cost nutritious dairy products for Base of
Pyramid consumers and development of traditional products such as hair butter and
butter oil.
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Towards a R&D agenda for the dairy sector


Breaking the deadlocks around dairy – low cross-breeding success, low formal
market share, public-private inputs and services (policies!)



Understanding fit of technologies & market models with farm types I-III



Transition from public to chain-embedded input & service provision; promoting
value chain thinking, value chain linkages



Food safety: product quality assurance systems



Profitability and resilience of dairy vis-a-vis other crops and livestock



Identify solutions for competed factors and inputs (land, urea, molasses etc.)



Soil health and closing nutrient cycles / dairy as solution i.o. problem
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On this last slide I list some areas where researchers and development agencies may
focus
Breaking the deadlocks around dairy – low cross‐breeding success, low formal market
share, effect of new public‐private roles in input and service delivery (policies!)
Understanding fit of technologies & market models with farm types I‐III
Transition from public to chain‐embedded input & service provision; promoting value
chain thinking, value chain linkages
Food safety: product quality assurance systems
Profitability and resilience of dairy vis‐a‐vis other crops and livestock
Identify solutions for competed factors and inputs (land, urea, molasses etc.)
Soil health and closing nutrient cycles / dairy as solution i.o. problem
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What will you do to
make more Ethiopian
children enjoy the
goodness of dairy?

jan.vanderlee@wur.nl
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I end with a final question: What could you, as a researcher, as a development worker,
as a businessmen, as a civil servant, do to make more Ethiopian children enjoy the
goodness of dairy?
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